ISACA Chapters Partners with OIT to Build Diversity & Inclusion

One of the most powerful partners presented to One In Tech is the ISACA chapters, as they provide incredible power to effect change. One In Tech offers two ways for ISACA chapters to partner with One In Tech:

The **OIT Outreach Partnership** asks that chapters share OIT Communications and program outreach throughout the chapters' constituencies. In addition, One In Tech requests that chapters assign a One In Tech/SheLeadsTech Liaison from each of the chapter membership who can serve as OIT's contact for sharing with the chapter all OIT information. Additionally, OIT can gather chapter information that the Foundation can share globally. Chapters can hold their own events - this partnership allows OIT to support the chapters' own events through promotion, slide templates, topic ideas, speaker recruitment, etc. To be an Outreach Partner, please ask your Liaison to contact [One In Tech](#).

The charitable **Chapter Diversity Advocates Partner** is the preeminent chapter partnership role in building diversity and inclusion with One In Tech. Through sponsorship and collaboration, the chapters can invest in the mission. Chapter Diversity Advocates affect immediate impact by support our direct programming.

As a sponsorship program, Chapter Diversity Advocates requests that chapters make a donation to the OIT Foundation. One In Tech then works with the chapter to determine which specific OIT initiatives, events, activities, educational offerings, etc. that the chapter would like to sponsor. One In Tech will handle all aspects of the chapter's desired event and target to the chapter's desired audience.

As a pilot example of the Chapter Diversity Partnership, the ISACA St. Louis Chapter was able to directly serve the St. Louis youth and other regions by becoming a Chapter Diversity Advocate partnership with OIT. In partnership with the St. Louis Chapter a second partner, Bits & Bytes Cybersecurity Education, One In Tech presented elementary and high school educational forum which enabled youth to be included in the critical conversations that will guide usage, security, and advancements in technology now and in the future. The OIT _St. Louis Chapter partnership was critical to reach that chapter’s own community._

“Our chapter is committed to providing inciteful and engaging events for both our membership and our local communities, said Adam Sommer, ISACA St. Louis Chapter President. “One In Tech provides our chapter with fully developed, content-rich activities and events and in turn our Chapter can support their great mission.”

One In Tech encourages chapters to partner with OIT to serve their members and communities with educational, diversity-building programs. By becoming a Chapter Diversity Advocate partner, chapters receive direct benefits as well including ISACA and OIT promotions, awards, recognition, badging, free memberships, etc. Chapter support will demonstrate a public commitment to DIVERSITY within the technology education and workforce pipeline. Learn more about the Chapter Diversity Advocate
partnership and how chapter sponsorship donations can be made by using ISACA Chapter credit by visiting One In Tech.